Originally Posted by VE7KFM at WorldWideDX.com
[Subsequently laughed at and ~ridiculed by the Editor and users of that site. Ditto Eham.net;
QRZ.com; As The World Turns; Ham Island; FCC; et cetera]
This is a LETTER of DEMAND primarily to “QRN”, the starter of this thread, who I have every
reason to believe is one *[name and address deleted by admin]* But, because QRN is also an
“Administrator” of the Publisher, WorldWide Radio Forum herein and otherwise, this DEMAND is
also addressed to the owner(s), manager(s), operator(s), ‘directing’ mind(s) and/or ISP of this
website, jointly and severally.
I put ALL of you on Formal Legal NOTICE that this thread “VE7KFM: Victim or physcopath?” [sic]
generally and the originating post herein by QRN in particular, is substantially FALSE,
MISLEADING andDEFAMATORY [ SIC ] directly and through innuendo, as are elements of his
subsequent comments and those of some of the other posters following QRN’s opening/lead.
Also, and this goes to similar fact evidence/course of conduct, QRN has made similar
DEFAMATORY statements about me on this WorldWide Radio Forum and elsewhere before….
Perversely, there is evidence to be found in some of his previous comments on this Forum and
elsewhere, that QRN actually KNOWS that some of what he writes is FALSE and MISLEADING
either directly but especially through innuendo…. Moreover, he was previously personally warned
by me, in writing, not to engage in, republish and/or conspire with others in this DEFAMATORY
conduct on the Internet and otherwise…. Yet, as this thread started by him evidences, he
continues with this course of conduct, which suggests MALICE and a possible CONSPIRACY
with others to DEFAME, with all that imports at law….
QRN makes statements of supposed fact in this thread that he KNOWS—or as a native-Englishspeaker and presumed "sane person" of middle-age and intellect OUGHT TO KNOW—are not
only FALSE andMISLEADING [ SIC ], but patently PREPOSTEROUS and as such
INDEFENSIBLE on their face/in the plain/standard English meaning of the words. For a partial
example only, QRN’s comment: “Everything else he has said is a lie so why believe that.” both
standing alone as well as in the context, is one such categorical and patently FALSE and
UNPROVABLE statement….
Suffice it to say that the thread, from the title in the context, through the several FALSE,
MISLEADING and DEFAMATORY posts by QRN, to the DEFAMATORY comments made by
others following his opening/lead, is seriously legally, intellectually, morally and otherwise
compromised and should be removed FORTHWITH….
Consequently, in order to put this matter to rest, I DEMAND that the Publisher:
(1) REMOVE this thread, in its entirety, FORTHWITH;
(2) publish an UNEQUIVOCAL APOLOGY [with ~equal prominence, on this website]; and,
(3) institute fool-proof [sic] procedures to ensure that similar DEFAMATION by QRN and/or others
does not recur.
If you are unsure as to what passes for an unequivocal apology at law and/or the
adequacy/prominence of its required publication in ~similar circumstances, see, for example:
http://ve7kfm.com/coerced.pdf [Link furnished in substitution because original was removed
when they discovered Madera was/is a liar and a fraud.]
or, consult a solicitor knowledgeable in Defamation Law without delay.
Time is of the essence.
Govern yourselves accordingly.

Otherwise, have your solicitor contact me at kmadera@island.net and/or 250-383-4242 and/or
3040 Tillicum Road, Saanich, BC V9A 2B3 with your full name(s) and address(es) for legal
service.
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